
Baalauréat, toutes séries Session de juin 2010Épreuve de setion européenneA magial multiplying methodI well remember the wonder that I experiened when I learned about logarithms. The thing thatmost aught my attention was that you ould �multiply two numbers� through a not-so-simple additionproess. . . Of ourse, this is just a �taste� of a muh larger and grander topi in Mathematis, but it ismeant to give a onnetion to what I want to show you this time, namely how you an �multiply byadding�, using a muh simpler, arithmeti basis.Before we an proeed, we have to introdue triangular Numbers. 10 is a triangular number, beause10 things an be arranged in a triangular array like this :
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⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆From this sort of piture it is easy to form and determine many other triangular numbers.Here we see that 1, 3, and 6 are the �rst three triangular numbers T1, T2 and T3. And of ourse withthese few examples we an see a shortut for �nding other triangular numbers.
T 4 = 10 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4

T 3 = 6 = 1 + 2 + 3

T 2 = 3 = 1 + 2

T 1 = 1 = 1Now we're ready to show you the magial way to multiply without multiplying anything. I all itthe �Magial Multiplying Method� (or the �3M� way). First, I must onfess we will subtrat a little too.Seond, you will need a table ontaining the values of triangular numbers.Let's take as an example 15× 9 :1. Take the larger fator 15 and �nd T15 in the table mentioned above.2. Subtrat 1 from 9, the smaller fator, getting 8. Find T8 in the table.3. Subtrat the two fators, 15− 9 ; that's 6. Find T6.4. Add the results of Steps 1 & 2, then subtrat the result from Step 3. That's your produt !Well, I never said it was going to be easier, shorter or anything like that.Adapted from Terry Trotter website www.trottermath.netQuestions1. The �rst paragraph of the text refers to a famous property of logarithms. Whih one ?2. a. Express Tn+1 in terms of Tn and n.b. Use a. to give in a table the values of Tn, for n from 1 to 15.3. a. Chek the alulation 15× 9 in the text.b. Compute 13× 12 using the �3M� way.4. Translate into an algebrai formula the �3M� a×b, where a and b are two unequal natural numbers.5. a. Prove that for any natural number n, Tn =
n(n+1)

2 .b. Hene, prove the formula given in question 4 to get the produt a× b, a being greater than b.. What happens if a = b ? Adapt the method to square natural numbers.2010-17 � A magial multiplying method


